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ABSTRACT 
3D integration enables large last level caches (LLCs) to be 
stacked onto a die. In addition, emerging Non Volatile 
Memories (NVMs) such as Spin-Torque Transfer RAM (STT-
RAM) have been explored as a replacement for traditional 
SRAM-based LLCs due to their higher density and lower 
leakage power.  

In this paper, we aim to use the benefits of the integration 
of STT-RAM in a 3D multi-core environment. The main 
challenge we try to address is the high operating temperatures. 
The higher power density of 3D ICs might incur temperature-
related problems in reliability, power consumption, and 
performance. Specifically, recent works have shown that 
elevated operating temperatures can adversely impact STT-
RAM performance. To alleviate the temperature-induced 
problems, we propose TAPAS, a low-cost temperature-aware 
adaptive block placement and migration policy, for a hybrid 
LLC that includes STT-RAM and SRAM structures. This 
technique places cache blocks according to their temperature 
characteristics. Specifically, the cache blocks that heat up a hot 
bank are recognized and migrated to a cooler bank to 1) enable 
those blocks to get accessed in a cooler bank with lower 
read/write latency and 2) reduce the number of accesses to the 
hotter bank. We design and evaluate a novel flow control 
mechanism to assign priorities to those cache blocks to reach 
their destination. 

Evaluation results reveal that TAPAS achieves, on 
average, 11.6% performance improvement, 6.5% power, and 
5.6oC peak temperature reduction compared to a state-of-the art 
hybrid cache design.  

CCS Concepts 
• Computer systems organization → Architectures → Parallel 

architectures → Multicore architectures 
• Hardware → Power and energy → Thermal issues 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With continued technology scaling, the bottlenecks with 
memory subsystems (e.g., large off-chip access delay, lack of 
scalability, and high static energy consumption) have become 
crucial obstacles for the design of computer systems. 3D 
integration [10, 12, 26] is one of the attractive alternatives for 
overcoming some of the above-mentioned problems; previous 
works have shown the advantages of large last level caches 
(LLCs) with low access delay that are stacked onto a multi-core 
die. 

Additionally, emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) 
technologies such as Spin-torque Transfer RAM (STT-RAM), 
Phase Change Memory (PCM), and Resistive RAM (RRAM) 
have been explored as potential replacements to traditional 
memories such as SRAMs and DRAMs [31, 41, 42, 44]. These 
NVM technologies can alleviate the bottlenecks of existing 
technologies due to their higher density, better scalability, and 
lower leakage power. Among the above mentioned NVM 
technologies, STT-RAM [15, 41] is the most attractive 
alternative for on-chip integration [5, 36, 41] due to its higher 
density, lower leakage power compared to the traditional 
SRAM-based cache architectures, and considerably lower 
access delays compared to other alternative technologies. Also, 
it is compatible to be integrated with 3D stacking using 
conventional CMOS logic [27, 36].  

Even though the 3D-STT-RAM based cache architecture 
has many advantages, it suffers from two main challenges. The 
first one is directly related to STT-RAM characteristics: STT-
RAM has longer write latency and higher write energy 
consumption compared to SRAM [27, 41]. The second 
challenge is caused by die stacking: die stacking typically 
increases the power density and causes elevated operating 
temperatures [4, 7, 8, 20, 24]. Elevated temperatures affect both 
the electrical and mechanical characteristics of STT-RAM and 
can cause performance degradation [7, 8, 44]. For example, an 
increase in the temperature in STT-RAM is reported to cause up 
to 25% reduction in the sense margins during a read operation 
and degrades the write speed by up to 20% [8]. We further 
discuss this impact in Section 2. 

Hybrid caches [5, 16, 17, 27, 36, 41, 43], which include 
both STT-RAM and SRAM, have been proposed as a potential 
solution to alleviate the impact of high write latency and energy 
of STT-RAM. In these approaches, the large capacity of STT-
RAM is utilized while low write overhead is achieved by 
utilizing the SRAM. Although the performance and power of 
2D and 3D stacked hybrid caches have been evaluated in the 
above mentioned works, none of the previous studies consider 
the impact of temperature on 3D stacked hybrid LLCs.  
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In this paper, we propose Temperature-aware Adaptive 
data Placement Algorithm for 3D Stacked hybrid caches 
(TAPAS), a low-cost temperature aware adaptive block 
placement and migration policy for hybrid LLCs in a 3D multi-
core system. This technique relies on an intelligent block 
placement policy to assign a cache block to a location according 
to its activity and the temperature of the cache banks. The LLC 
banks are categorized into two states based on their 
temperature: normal state and semi-hot state. In the normal 
state, we categorize the cache lines and manage their location 
based on their read/write frequencies: the cache lines are 
categorized into two, those that are reused by reads versus those 
that are reused by writes. Based on this categorization, the 
blocks are placed either into STT-RAM (read-heavy lines) or 
SRAM (write-heavy lines) in the hybrid cache. In the semi-hot 
state, we migrate the blocks that cause increased temperatures; 
our approach tries to migrate blocks from the banks that are in 
semi-hot state (i.e., hotter one) to the banks in the normal state 
(i.e., cooler one) to enable those blocks to be accessed in a 
cooler bank with lower read/write latency. Migrating those 
blocks also decreases the number of accesses to a hotter bank 
and hence, the power consumption and the temperature. We 
manage the migrations using an efficient flow control 
mechanism to assign priorities to those migrated blocks to 
traverse network routers rapidly in order to avoid increasing the 
LLC miss rate. The proposed technique is based on the 
observation that block placement is guided by cache line 
classification (i.e., cache lines that are heavily read versus cache 
lines that are mostly written). The characteristics of each class 
of cache line allow us to adapt different block placement 
policies for them. A low overhead and low complexity pattern 
predictor is used to predict the classification for each cache line 
for directing the block placement. 

The contributions of our paper can be summarized as 
follows. (1) We analyze the temperature of a hybrid LLC in a 
3D integrated chip. (2) We propose a novel placement and 
migration mechanism that is based on categorizing the cache 
banks into two states: normal or semi-hot state. We propose that 
in each state a different adaptive block placement and migration 
policies for a hybrid LLC is employed. (3) We design a low 
overhead cache line pattern predictor, which predicts clean and 
dirty cache lines in the LLC that can be used to direct block 
placement and migration in each state. (4) We implement an 
efficient flow control mechanism in the 3D network to prioritize 
migration packets over the others to handle the LLC cache miss 
rate.  

Our experimental results show that TAPAS can improve 
the system performance and reduce LLC power consumption 
for 3D hybrid LLCs compared to alternatives with the same 
area. It achieves, on overage, 31.6%, 18.2%, and 11.6% 
performance improvements compared to an SRAM-only LLC, 
an STT-RAM-only LLC, and a hybrid cache architecture 
similar to a recent work [41], respectively. Our technique also 
reduces power and peak temperature by 6.5% and 5.6oC on 
average, respectively, compared to the best alternative. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section 
discusses background information. The motivation is discussed 
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed methodology. 
Section 5 presents the experimental results and the related work 
is provided in Section 6. Finally, a summary is provided in 
Section 7.  

2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. STT-RAM building blocks 
Unlike the traditional SRAM and DRAM technologies that use 
electrical charge to store information, STT-RAM is a Magnetic 
RAM (MRAM) [4]. The storage capability of MRAM arises 
from magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ). MTJ contains two 
ferromagnetic layers. They are called the reference layer and the 
free layer. The magnetic direction of the reference layer remains 
fixed, while the magnetic direction of the free layer can be 
parallel or opposite to the free layer, which changes the 
conductivity and indicates the binary data stored in the cell. 
Moreover, the STT-RAM cell has an access transistor that 
connects the storage device and the bitline. Prototyping STT-
RAM chips have been demonstrated recently by various 
companies and research groups [21, 28]. Also, commercial 
MRAM products have been launched by companies like 
Everspin and NEC. 
2.2. Impact of heat on STT-RAM 
We start this section with exploring the Thermal Stability 
parameter for STT-RAM [24], which is defined as 

∆= 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵.𝑇𝑇 (1) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 is the energy barrier between two states, 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 is the 
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Thermal stability 
has a direct impact on retention time, switching energy, and chip 
failure rate [24, 37]. For example, Figure 1.a and 1.b plot the 
relationship of thermal stability with retention time and chip 
failure rate, respectively [24]. As depicted in Figure 1.a, thermal 
stability of each magnet should be high enough to avoid 

    
Figure 1. (a) Thermal stability versus retention time and (b) thermal 
stability versus chip failure rate for a Core i7 with 0.27 billion devices to 
meet a ten-year retention time requirement [24]. 

Figure 2. Normalized cache hit, miss and write 
latency of STT-RAM for various temperature. 

Figure 3. Temperature 
model of the proposed 3D 
design. 
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thermally assisted magnetization reversal during the lifetime of 
the data. Moreover, Figure 1.b reveals that in order to decrease 
the chip failure rate, thermal stability should be considered, as 
well. Note that the chip failure rate [37] is calculated as  

𝐹𝐹 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡
ɾ0

 exp ( 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵.𝑇𝑇

)�         (2) 

where m is the total number of devices in the system, t is the 
retention time period, and ɾ0 is the attempt cycle time (typically 
in the order of 1 ns). 

Figure 2 shows the latency of cache hit, cache miss, and 
cache write of a 64 MB STT-RAM for different temperatures. 
The results are obtained using DESTINY tool [29]. We 
normalize the results to the latencies at 40oC. As illustrated in 
the figure, the cache hit, miss, and write latencies increase by 
21.8%, 8.1%, and 9.5% for 64 MB STT-RAM with 16-way 
associativity when the component reaches 110oC. These results 
show that reducing temperature can have a significant impact 
on improving the performance. In short, it is obvious that 
temperature plays an essential role in the performance of STT-
RAM. 
2.3. Thermal characteristic in 3D chips 
Figure 3 depicts the temperature model for a 3D CMP, where 
each block (e.g., core and cache) is represented by a set of 
temperature model elements which are thermal resistance, heat 
capacitance, and current source [19, 46]. As shown in the figure, 
in addition to its own temperature, the power consumption of a 
block affects the temperature of other blocks. Vertically 
adjacent blocks have much larger thermal impact on each other 
compared to the horizontally adjacent ones. The reason is that 
the heat dissipation occurs mostly in the vertical direction due 
to much larger thermal resistance among horizontally adjacent 
blocks (i.e., Rintra) in comparison with that between vertically 
adjacent ones (i.e., Rinter). For a specific design, previous work 
has identified Rintra is 2.44 K/W while Rinter is 0.15 K/W; Rintra is 
almost 16 times more than Rinter [46].  

By ignoring the heat flow in the horizontal direction, the 
steady state temperature of each block in Figure 3 is calculated 
as follows [20]: 
T3 = P3 Rinter + T2                         (3) 
T2 = (P2+ P3) Rhs + Tamb           (4) 
Where T2 and T3 are the temperatures of Block 2 and Block 3, 
and P2 and P3 are the power consumed by Block 2 and Block 3, 
respectively. Also, Tamb is the ambient temperature and Rhs is 

the thermal resistance from Block 2 to the ambient through the 
heat sink. Considering the Equations 3 and 4, blocks closer to 
the heat sink have higher cooling efficiency compared to those 
that are farther away from the heat sink. 

3. MOTIVATION 
In this section, we explain the motivation of our work with an 
example of a 3D CMP. Figure 4 shows a 3D CMP consisting of 
16 cores with a stacked hybrid LLC (L3) memory. In this figure, 
heat sink is located at the bottom of the processor stack with 
high power density. The LLC banks are also stacked right on 
top of the processors layer. The reason that the heat sink is 
located below the processors layer is to reduce its temperature 
as much as possible and hence avoid vertical heat dissipation 
through the LLC layer. The 3D TSV model parameters based 
on [7, 36] are used in our work. In this 3D architecture, we 
assume that we need an additional cycle to cross back and forth 
between layers. However, since the area is unchanged compared 
to 2D, the basic access time is the same. Specifically, if we 
double the cache size, the area will roughly double. Hence, the 
access time will be larger. However, in 3D, about half of the 
LLC accesses made by either core will take two additional 
cycles while the basic access time is the same [36]. Table 1 
shows the access times for four main storage structures [14]. As 
depicted in the table, each LLC has an access time of 24 cycles 
when the frequency is 4 GHZ. If we double the area of LLC in 
the 2D design, the average access time would increase to 33 
cycles. However, in 3D design it only takes two additional 
cycles for two crossings. Hence, the average access time of the 
conjoint LLCs is only one cycle more than when each is 
considered private (i.e., 25 cycles). 

Figure 5 depicts the power breakdown of the multi-core 
system including 16 cores with an additional shared L3 cache 
as the LLC. The power dissipation for cores, L2/L3 caches, 
memory controllers (MCs), Network-on-Chip (NoC), and other 
components (PCIe controllers, etc.) are evaluated with McPAT 
[25] and CACTI [3]. Results show that uncore components 
contribute about half of the chip power consumption. A large 
portion of the power is consumed by the LLC. In the 16-core 
system, LLC consumes more than 20% of the on-chip power. 
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Figure 6. a) Transient analysis of temperature in the LLC layer for the bt 
application, b) a snapshot of the core layer (Core+L2) and c) the LLC 
layer. 
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Figure 4. The 3D CMP 
Architecture. 

Figure 5. Power break down of 16 
cores with 32 MB LLC. 

Table 1. Access times for four main storage structures 
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As a result, designing power management techniques for uncore 
components, especially the shared LLC, is an important goal for 
such systems. 

The two important benefits of STT-RAM over the SRAM 
are its high density and low leakage power. It should be noted 
that the leakage power can dominate total power for large 
SRAM based LLCs [41]. So, using STT-RAMs would enable 
stacking a large amount of LLC onto multi-core die and reduce 
the latency overhead and power consumption caused by off-
chip memory accesses [10, 26]. On the other hand, using SRAM 
alongside with STT-RAM in hybrid caches is a promising 
solution to reduce the write overhead of STT-RAMs. More 
specifically, the large capacity of STT-RAM and the low write 
overhead using the SRAM are employed in hybrid LLCs. In our 
system, the hybrid LLC die include STT-RAM and SRAM and 
is placed directly above the core die. Both layers are partitioned 
into 16: 16 LLC banks and 16 cores. Table 2 shows the 
technology features and sizes of STT-RAM and SRAM used in 
our evaluation. These features, which are conservative 
estimations based on a recent study [41], are generated by 
NVSIM [13] and CACTI. Note that the cell parameters used in 
NVSIM are based on the projections by Wang et al. [39]. 

Although 3D hybrid cache architectures have several 
advantages, die stacking may cause an increase in power density 
(i.e., power dissipation per volume). This may cause a negative 
impact on the reliability (e.g., negative bias temperature 
instability), power consumption (i.e., temperature-related 
leakage power), performance (i.e., increased circuit delay), and 
system cost (e.g., cooling and packaging cost) [20]. As we 
discussed in Section 2.2, elevated temperatures also have a 
negative impact on the performance of STT-RAM.  

Figure 6.a shows the transient analysis of the peak 
temperature of the LLC layer for bt workload from the NAS 
benchmarking suite [2]. The results are obtained by the 3D 
Interlayer Cooling Emulator (3D-ICE) [35], a generic 
simulation platform to simulate the transient thermal behavior 
of 3D IC structures with inter-tier microchannel heat sinks. As 
depicted in the figure, the peak temperature increases up to 
100oC from 50oC. According to Figure 2, this change in 
temperature has a significant impact on the performance of the 
STT-RAM. More specifically, this difference increases STT-
RAM cache hit, cache miss, and write latency by 11.2%, 3.8%, 
and 5.1%, respectively. Moreover, Figure 6.b and 6.c show the 
temperature distribution of the core and LLC layers during the 
simulation (t=1.5 second) of the bt workload. As depicted in the 
figure, the locations of the banks cause changes in the 
temperature of each bank (e.g., stacked on a hot core which is 
shown with “H”). The cores show different behaviors 
depending on the workload and the location of the core. Hence, 

vertical heating caused by these cores results in increasing the 
temperature of the bank. In addition, some of the banks are more 
frequently accessed, which causes further temperature 
imbalance (i.e., those that are flagged with “H”). Hence, 
keeping the highly accessed blocks in a hotter bank incurs 
performance degradation. 

In TAPAS, we predict those highly accessed blocks in 
hotter banks (i.e., those that shown with “H” in Figure 6.c) and 
migrate them to a cooler bank (e.g., those that depicted with “L” 
in Figure 6.c). According to Section 2.2, a hotter bank in STT-
RAM has a higher read/write latency compared to a cooler one. 
Thus, accessing those highly touched blocks in a cooler bank 
results in performance improvement. Similarly, migrating those 
highly accessed blocks that heat up a bank reduces the number 
of accesses to a hotter bank which causes power and 
temperature reduction (Section 2.3). It should be noted that 
write accesses to STT-RAM has a higher impact on the 
temperature than those of reads. Specifically, according to 
Table 2, energy per write access in STT-RAM is 6 times that of 
a read. Hence, we put write-heavy blocks to SRAM and 
remaining blocks to STT-RAM. In short, in this paper we 
mainly focus on exploring the impact of temperature reduction 
on the performance and power consumption of a 3D hybrid 
cache architecture that includes STT-RAM.  

4. BLOCK PLACEMENT AND MIGRATION 
The design of adaptive block placement and migration policy is 
guided by monitoring the temperature of the LLC. Predicting 
highly accessed blocks in a hotter bank and migrating them to a 
cooler bank (i.e., inter-bank migration) can cause a significant 
impact on the performance. Similarly, inter-bank migration 
reduces the number of accesses to a hotter bank. In addition, 
according to the higher write energy of STT-RAM, reducing the 
number of write-heavy blocks in the STT-RAM inside a hybrid 
LLC bank (i.e., intra-bank migration) also results in reducing 
the power and hence the temperature of the bank as described 
in Section 2.3. Hence, both inter- and intra-bank migrations play 
an essential role in the performance and temperature of the 
system. In this section, we describe our proposed approach and 
explain how TAPAS performs inter- and intra-bank migrations.  

Table 2. Characteristic of SRAM and STT-RAM caches (22nm, 
Temperature=350K) 

Memory Type 512KB 
SRAM 

2MB 
SRAM 

4MB STT-
RAM 

Area(mm2) 0.413 1.650 1.035 
Read Latency (ns) 1.485 2.017 2.759 
Write Latency (ns) 1.397 1.663 10.993 
Read Energy (nJ/access) 0.038 0.072 0.142 
Write Energy (nJ/access) 0.022 0.056 0.618 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Overview of TAPAS 
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4.1 System Framework and Architecture 
Figure 7 shows the overview of TAPAS. As shown in the figure, 
we first collect the temperature information from each bank to 
classify the temperature state of each bank. In this case, 
Temperature State Exploration (TSE) component is triggered 
(we describe TSE in detail in Section 4.2). TSE monitors the 
temperature of each bank (we assume one thermal sensor per 
bank) and based on this information, the state of each bank is 
determined. The LLC banks are categorized into two states: 
normal state and semi-hot state. In the normal state, we perform 
intra-bank migration; otherwise we perform inter-bank 
migration. TAPAS includes a Temperature Aware Predictor 
(TAP) that predicts the blocks that heat up the cache banks (i.e., 
highly accessed blocks), which are called the Hot Blocks (HBs). 
HBs are selected among the blocks by the Pattern Regulator 
(PR) component. The HBs are candidates to be migrated to 
other cache banks when the bank temperature is high (i.e., semi-
hot bank). The PR and TAP will be discussed in Sections 4.3 
and 4.4, respectively. Since the temperature of a block changes 
relatively slowly, the granularity of the exchange of data 
between blocks is coarse (430 µsec. in our experiments). In the 
destination bank, one of the lines is selected as the victim. The 
victim line is evicted. These blocks are called Cold Blocks (CB) 
and we describe their selection in Section 4.4.  

Figure 8 shows the hybrid LLC bank with two regions, 
STT-RAM and SRAM. As depicted in Table 2, a 512 KB 
SRAM cache bank along with a 4MB STT-RAM bank have an 
area roughly equal to the area of one core based on the scaled 
version of SPARC M7 processor [38]. The area of a 2MB 
SRAM is slightly larger. We consider 512 KB for SRAM and 
4MB for STT-RAM for each LLC cache bank. The STT-RAM 
region is 16-way associative, while the SRAM segment is 2-
way. Since the STT-RAM is 8 times larger, the numbers of sets 
in the STT-RAM and SRAM regions are identical. 

During the normal bank temperature condition, TAPAS 
performs only intra-bank migrations between SRAM and STT-
RAM structures. In this case, the small migration buffer is used 
for intra-bank block movements between STT-RAM and 
SRAM (Figure 8). During various phases of an application 
execution, we desire to maintain dirty lines in the SRAM within 
each set. Specifically, we monitor the write operations on the 
STT-RAM and trigger a migration if it exceeds a threshold. 
While there is an incoming line, TAP predicts whether it should 
be placed to the STT-RAM region or the SRAM region. Based 

on the temperature state of the region denoted by TSE, it will be 
assigned to one of those regions. As for the outgoing packet 
(i.e., evicted blocks), it will be evicted from the cache based on 
information provided by TAP as well. More details about cache 
line classification used in intra-bank migration will be explained 
in Section 4.3.  

In cases when the bank is in semi-hot state and there is no 
proper position in the current bank based on the PR 
classification, TAPAS will perform inter-bank migration. To do 
so, the predicted HB will be migrated to a block in a cooler 
bank. Hence, the migrated HBs will be accessed in a cooler 
bank with the lower latency. However, there are two important 
problems that we need to solve with inter-bank migrations: 1) 
routing the access requests to correct banks and 2) managing the 
network traffic caused by the migrations. Our solution for these 
problems is a flow control mechanism that will be described in 
Section 4.5. 

4.2 Temperature Aware State Exploration 
In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed 
framework that enables two states to handle temperature in the 
system. Those states are normal state and semi-hot state. The 
state classification is performed based on the temperature of 
each cache bank. The goal of our approach is to keep the 
temperature of the banks below than a threshold temperature, 
90oC, which is a safe operating temperature [34].  

We have explored the run-time thermal profile of selected 
workloads described in Section 5. Results show that the 
operating temperature varies with time due to the location of 
LLC banks and variation in the LLC banks accesses. 
Specifically, the maximum temperature varies between 72oC to 
88oC approximately 80% of the simulation. Thus, we set a 
threshold of 72oC to switch between the normal and semi-hot 
state. The relatively large difference between this threshold and 
the critical temperature permits TAPAS to react early. Also, our 
results revealed that this categorization provides a good 
distribution of normal and semi-hot banks for our target 
applications during their execution and hence permits efficient 
inter-bank migrations.  

In the semi-hot state, the policy dictated by TAP and PR is 
employed to perform inter-bank migration. In our 
configuration, we consider the temperature of semi-hot state 
after 72oC. After this temperature is reached, our approach tries 
to reduce the temperature to avoid reaching the critical 
temperature. Also, another goal of TAPAS is to move the 
current state of the bank from semi-hot back to normal state. 
While a cache bank state is determined as semi-hot state, TAP 
predicts those lines that are suspected as the ones that heat up 
the banks (i.e., HBs). In the Section 4.4, we explain how we 
select HBs among the lines in the cache bank. The selected HBs 
will be migrated to the banks with normal states.  

4.3 Pattern Regulator (PR) 
One of the strengths of our approach is the novel cache access 
classification which aims at managing the temperature and write 
energy/latency overhead of STT-RAM while considering the 
performance of the LLC. In this scheme, we explore the changes 
in performance when the number of ways allocated to 
dirty/clean lines is varied in both STT-RAM and SRAM to 
predict the best number of ways that should be allocated in 

 
Figure 8. Block Diagram of the LLC Regions 
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SRAM and STT-RAM to clean and dirty lines. Based on the 
chosen dirty line distribution, the blocks will remain in their 
original cache lines or will be allocated to STT-RAM or SRAM; 
hence the migration is restricted. 

Various approaches have been presented to identify cache 
access patterns. Wang et al. [41] categorize LLC write accesses 
into three classes: core-write, prefetch-write and demand-write. 
Khan et al. [22] propose a read and write partitioning (RWP) 
approach based on the idea of dynamic insertion policy (DIP) 
[32] to distinguish cache lines between those that are reused by 
reads and those that are only reused by writes in order to focus 
on the critical read lines. Since the main goal of our approach is 
to optimize both the temperature and performance of 3D hybrid 
LLCs, we need to effectively identify cache lines that are likely 
to service future reads and writes. Cache line insertion and 
replacement policy needs to be considered for both STT-RAM 
and SRAM to regulate temperature around banks. Hence, in our 
approach, we use the classification idea based on DIP and RWP 
to handle both incoming and replacement lines in the LLC.  

Generally, the latencies of read requests in caches are more 
critical than the write requests. As depicted in Table 2, for write 
operations, the latency and energy consumption of STT-RAM 
are higher than those of SRAM. Our goal, hence, is to categorize 
the requests into read and write lines and have the STT-RAM 
service read requests (i.e. read lines) while SRAM stores mostly 
the written blocks (i.e., write lines). Distinguishing cache lines 
optimally requires knowledge of future. Instead, our approach 
tries to predict future access type based on the past access type. 
We predict that dirty lines will be written to and clean lines will 
continuously be read. More specifically, we classify dirty lines 
into two categories: the dirty lines that include all lines that have 
been written to, regardless of whether or not they were 
requested by a future read, and write-only lines that are a subset 
of dirty lines that we anticipate not to be accessed by a future 
read. 

In PR, a status dirty bit, which is associated with each line 
in the LLC, is used for representing whether the block belongs 
to the clean lines, write-only lines, or dirty lines. An access to 
the LLC searches all the STT-RAM lines and SRAM lines in 
the set. On a write, the status dirty bit will be set to write-only. 
If there is a read on a write-only block, the status bit is set to 
dirty. There is also a saturation counter that calculates the 
number of blocks that are labeled dirty in each set. Based on this 
number, the cache line placement will be performed.  

In summary, we categorize cache lines into three: clean 
lines, dirty lines and write-only lines. We try to place the write-
only lines into SRAM and clean lines into STT-RAM. As for 
dirty lines, depending on the predicted future read requests, the 
blocks will remain in their original cache lines or will be 
migrated. Evaluation results for selected benchmarks show the 
change in the performance when the number of ways allocated 
to dirty/clean lines varies for each application. For example, in 
canneal, allocating less than 2 ways to dirty lines in SRAM 
would hurt performance (i.e., it has fewer future reads on dirty 
lines). Conversely, in vips, allocating more than 8 ways to dirty 
lines in STT-RAM per set would hurt performance (i.e., it has 
more future reads on dirty lines). The varying behavior of 
benchmarks demonstrates the need to predict the best number 
of ways that should be allocated in SRAM and STT-RAM to 
clean and dirty lines. We consider the best dirty lines number in 
the STT-RAM as m and the best dirty lines number in SRAM 
as n. If the number of dirty lines in the STT-RAM is greater than 
m, the block will be placed to the SRAM. If the number of dirty 
lines in the SRAM is fewer than n, the victim will be placed to 
STT-RAM. Otherwise, the blocks should remain in its original 
cache line, thus minimizing the migration overhead. Section 4.4 
describes how the m and n values are set during the execution 
of an application. 
4.4 Temperature Aware Predictor 
The goal of our temperature aware predictor (TAP) is to predict 
the state of blocks in various bank states (i.e., normal and semi-
hot) to initiate migrations. The design of the temperature aware 
predictor is based on sampling Program Counter (PC) predictor 
similar to the sampling dead block predictor [23] with modest 
storage overhead. 

TAP consists of a prediction table and a Sampler as 
depicted in Figure 9. Sampler is directly connected to the 
prediction table. Sampler is used to learn the cache line pattern 
to update the prediction table. TAP is a PC predictor that 
correlates clean, dirty, and write-only blocks with instruction 
addresses (i.e., PCWr or PCRd). The reason behind this 
selection is that if a block is in one of those categories after a 
cache access with a PC, future accesses having the same 
PCWr/PCRd will also put other blocks in the same category. In 
addition, to reduce storage and energy overhead, we sample a 
few cache sets from the cache and keep track of PC information 
only for those sets. This is accomplished by keeping a separate 
tag array in the Sampler as shown in Figure 9. 

 For each cache access to one of the sample sets, Sampler 
simulates block replacements for those sets. There are two cases 
in each state that we consider for our victims in our policy that 
we will explain in the next section. Predictions are made by the 
prediction table, which consists of saturating counters similar to 
branch predictors. Those counters are indexed by the PCs in 
sample entries. The update policy of the predictor table is 
explained in Section 4.4.2.  
4.4.1 State Level Prediction 
Each entry in the prediction table has a five bit saturating 
counter for each sample set. During the prediction process, bits 
from the related memory access instruction PC are hashed to 
index a prediction table entry. Also, the prediction result is 
generated based on the counter value in the prediction table 

 
Figure 9. Overview of TAP. 

 



 
 

entry. In our implementation, we use a skewed organization [23, 
40] to mitigate the impact of conflicts in the hash table. For each 
region, the set counter calculates the number of status dirty bits 
in each set and based on this number, the LRU line of the set 
with lower counter value will be selected as the victim. We call 
this block CB. We also consider the MRU line of the set with 
higher counter value that has more dirty bits as a HB. If we need 
to migrate HB to control the temperature and performance, this 
will be the selected block.  
Regular Prediction (RP) 

In the normal state, the regular predictor function (i.e., RP) 
is triggered. If a write request is found in the STT-RAM lines, 
the prediction table is accessed to predict whether it is a HB or 
not. For each read hit in the SRAM, the prediction table is also 
accessed to predict whether it is a CB or not. These two blocks 
will be our MRU/LRU victims.  
 Semi-Hot Prediction (SHP) 

In the semi-hot state, the semi-hot predictor (i.e., SHP) 
function is performed. In this state, the MRU block of the set 
(i.e., HB), which is located in the bank with the semi-hot state, 
will be selected as the block to be migrated. In the destination 
block, which has a normal state, the LRU block of the set (i.e., 
CB) with lower dirty lines is selected as a victim and will be 
evicted from the LLC.  

4.4.2 Updating the Predictor 
The Sampler samples LLC sets and simulates the behavior of 
the LLC by using sampled sets. It also updates the prediction 
table by learning the LLC line pattern (i.e., clean, dirty, and 
write-only) of the PCs from the LLC block behavior. 
Specifically, Sampler tries to learn the value of m and n for 
SRAM/STT-RAM regions and hence selects the HBs/CBs in 
the normal or semi-hot state. 

Each sampled set in the Sampler has a tag field, a read PC 
field, LRU and MRU fields, a write PC field, and a valid bit 
flag. The read PC field and write PC field are used for learning 
the temperature behavior of CBs and HBs. Wang et al. [41] 
reports that a write burst occurs within a small number of cache 
lines and thus they determine the write PC field with small 
associativity. Since our approach is based on distinguishing 
dirty and clean lines, we use the same structure for our 
mechanism. Also, we dedicate SRAM lines with lower 
associativity for dirty lines. The read lines usually will be 
assigned to STT-RAM. In this case, we give the write PC field 

the same associativity as the SRAM (i.e., 2-way), while the 
associativity is 16 for the read PC field.  

Our predictor checks the states of each bank in the LLC 
based on the temperature categorization announced by TSE. 
Then, Sampler updates the prediction table entry indexed with 
the related read and write PC. On each read hit request on clean 
lines, Sampler updates the clean line prediction table entry 
indexed with the related PCRd by increasing the counter value 
indicating “clean line”. Similarly, on each write hit request on 
write-only lines, Sampler updates the write-only lines 
prediction table entry indexed with the related PCWr by 
increasing the counter value indicating “write-only line”. To 
estimate the m and n, our predictor compares the read reuse 
exhibited by dirty lines. On each write/read hit on dirty lines, 
Sampler increments the counter value stored in m and n 
prediction tables entry indexed with the related PCWr/PCRd, 
respectively. By comparing the value of the counters, we can 
predict the necessary values for m and n. This allows the 
predictor to determine the number of ways in the SRAM and 
STT-RAM regions allocated to the clean and dirty lines. Note 
that for each set, the LRU and MRU selection is also updated 
for every read/write access requests. When a block is evicted, 
the counter is decremented.  
4.5 Flow control Mechanism 
As we mentioned before, the two most important problems we 
need to solve with the inter-bank migrations are a) routing the 
access requests to correct banks and b) manage the network 
traffic caused by the migration our scheme initiate. In the 
following, we describe our solutions to these problems.  

MBTT: There could be many solutions to locate the correct 
bank for the migrated blocks. After a block from current bank 
is migrated to a destination block, any request from a lower 
level cache is sent to the original cache bank. To solve this issue, 
we introduce a small table called Migrated Block Tag Table 
(MBTT) in the LLC that keeps the tags of those migrated 
blocks. Whenever there is a migration, the new address is added 
to the MBTT. For every arriving access, this table is checked. 
If there is a hit, a packet is sent to the migrated cache block, 
which sends the data to the lower level cache. We use LRU 
policy to evict addresses from the MBTT. If a tag is evicted 
from the MBTT (before the block is evicted), a message is sent 
to the destination block to force an eviction. 

We performed a series of experiments to determine the size 
of the MBTT. Figure 10 presents the “Energy-Delay product” 

  

 

Figure 10. Energy-Delay Product of various MBTT 
configurations for our LLC cache. 

Figure 11. Miss rates of various MBTT sizes. Figure 12. Normalized LEP of network 
for various schemes. 
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(EDP) achieved versus tag storage overhead of MBTT (the cost 
of MBTT accesses are ignored in this analysis). The EDP metric 
is normalized to infinite storage size and attempts to qualify the 
benefits sought with caching: reducing memory latency and 
system power where a lower value is better. The striped area at 
the bottom of the figure captures the designs that have lower 
EDP compared to the other configurations. Additionally, Figure 
11 shows the miss rates observed in terms of misses per 1,000 
instructions (MPKI) in the LLC for the selected benchmarks 
from PARSEC [9] and NAS [2] (depicted in Table 4). As the 
figure illustrates, the striped area including the sizes of 16, 32 
and 64 KB have lower miss rates compared to the others similar 
to the results achieved in Figure 10. Also, the miss rate 
differences between those sizes in the mentioned area is small 
compared to the design with unlimited MBTT size. Hence, 
considering the results in both figures, we use a 16 KB MBTT 
with 32-way associativity for our LLC configuration (which 
contains 4K entries as the entries are 4 bytes in our simulations). 

Flow control mechanism: When packets are migrated 
from one bank to another one, they need to traverse hops (i.e., 
network router) to reach their destination. Each hop adds 
additional on-chip router latency (required at each hop to enable 
multiplexing of multiple flits over shared link) along the route 
which increases the latency and overhead of transmission of 
migrated blocks. Hence, we give a priority to the migrated cache 
block in order to bypass the router stages (i.e., buffering, Virtual 
Channels Allocation (VA), and Switch Allocation (SA)) so that 
they are transferred to their destinations rapidly. The underlying 

reason for this is the nature of the migrated blocks. Migration is 
initiated to avoid performance degradation and reduce the 
temperature of the cache banks; hence, most blocks that are 
selected for migrations are the ones that are frequently accessed. 
Therefore, we aim to complete the migration operations 
quickly. To do that, we slightly modify the conventional router 
microarchitecture [11] to increase the priority of migration data. 
In the priority mechanism, when a migration occurs, an 
incoming migrated packet will be transferred through a router 
via a migration buffer, which is a small buffer dedicated for 
migrating packets. This will enable the migrated packet to 
bypass the buffering and VA stages during the router traversal. 
Also, we use a migration signal to directly connect the 
migration buffer to the crossbar input in order to bypass the SA 
stage. When this signal is set to 1, the mux that is responsible to 
conduct one of the virtual channels (VCs) to the crossbar based 
on the SA decision, directs the migration buffer to the crossbar 
input. Hence, the SA stage will be bypassed as well. On the 
other hand, if migration signal is set to 0, the data located in 
VCs traverse the router stage based on the outcome of VCs and 
switch allocation just like the traditional packet-switched 
network. 

Figure 12 shows the product of network latency and energy 
consumption (LEP) of TAPAS-noIM (TAPAS without inter-
bank migration), TAPAS-WOP (TAPAS with inter-bank 
migration and without prioritization) and TAPAS (TAPAS with 
inter-bank migration and prioritization) for the benchmarks 
shown in Table 4. The results are normalized to TAPAS-noIM. 
Results from the figure show that TAPAS achieves 12.9% 
network LEP improvement over TAPAS-WOP. It also incurs 
only 4.3% additional network LEP compared to TAPAS-noIM. 
This considerable improvement over TAPAS-WOP and 
negligible overhead over TAPAS-noIM reveal that TAPAS 
prioritization approach efficiently bypasses router pipeline 
stages at each physical channel of the on-chip network and 
hence, reduces network energy and latency.  

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.1 Methodology 
In this work, we model a 16-core processor fabricated using 22 
nm SOI CMOS process on a scalable application-level 
architectural performance simulator based on Gem5 simulator 
[1] integrated with NVMAIN [30], a tool which is a cycle 
accurate main memory simulator designed to simulate emerging 
non-volatile memories at the architectural level. Table 3 lists the 
system configuration.  

We collect runtime statistics from full-system simulations, 
and use them to calculate the power consumption using McPAT 
[25]. We calibrate the dynamic power numbers collected from 
McPAT based on the power dissipation data published for 
scaled version of SPARC M7 processor. Our cache power 
model adds the static and dynamic power of the caches used by 
a workload in the simulation. The static power is obtained from 
CACTI and NVSIM as shown in Table 2. The dynamic power 
for the read and write accesses are also given in Table 2. The 
benchmarks we use in this study are chosen from NAS and 
PARSEC as depicted in Table 4. We picked five NAS and seven 
PARSEC workloads with large memory footprints. For all 
workloads, we use either sampled reference or native input sets 

Table 3. System Configuration 
Core 16-core, 4.0 GHz, out-of-order 
SRAM 
caches 

I-L1/D-L1: private, 32KB/32KB, 4-way, LRU, 64B 
cache line, write-back, write allocate 
L2 cache: private, 256KB, 8-way, LRU, 64B cache 
line, write-back, write allocate 

LLC SRAM: shared, 512KB per core, 2-way, LRU/MRU, 
16 banks, 256B cache line 
STT-RAM: shared, 4MB per core, 16-way, 
LRU/MRU, 16 banks, 256B cache line 

DRAM 4GB, 128-entry write buffer, 200-cycle 
Network 
Router 

2-stage wormhole switched, virtual channel flow 
control, 6 VCs per Port, 5 flit buffer depth, 8 flits per 
Data Packet, 1 flit per address packet 

Network 
Topology 

3D network, each layer is an 4×4 mesh, each node in 
layer 1 has a router, processor, private L1 cache, and 
L2 bank, each node in layer 2 has an L3 bank, 4 
memory controllers (1 at each corner node in layer 2), 
128b bi-directional links in each layer 

Table 4. Workloads 
Workload Applications  
NAS cg, mg, sp, ua, bt 
PARSEC facesim, dedup, vips, canneal, streamcluster, 

fluidanimate, freqmine 

Table 5. Physical parameters for thermal model. 

Layer Thermal Conductance 
(W/mK) 

Heat 
Capacitance 
(J/m3K) 

Depth 
(µm) 

Heat Sink 400.00 3.55×106 6,900 
Heat spreader 400.00 3.55×106 1,000 
TIM 4.0 4.00×106 20 
Core/SRAM cache 100.0 1.75×106 150 
STT-RAM cache 15.6 3.44×106 150 
Interlayer 4.0 4.00×106 20 

 



 
 

to represent a real-world execution scenario and run the 
applications for 1 billion instructions. 

We model the thermal characteristics of a 3D stacked 
architecture where the LLC die sits over the logic die using the 
3D extension of HotSpot 5.02 [34]. The Physical parameters for 
thermal model are illustrated in Table 5. In this paper, various 
LLC techniques are evaluated with a similar area based on the 
configuration parameters depicted in Table 3. 
Baseline SRAM (B-SRAM): To evaluate this approach, we 
consider 2MB SRAM per core with 16-way associativity.  
Baseline STT-RAM (B-STTRAM): In this technique we only 
use STT-RAM technology in the LLC for our evaluation. For 
the allocated area, this corresponds to a 24-way STT-RAM with 
6 MB capacity per core in the LLC. 
APM: This technique is similar to Adaptive Placement and 
Migration (APM) policy by Wang et al. [41]. In this technique, 
LLC write accesses are classified into three classes: core-write, 
prefetch-write, and demand-write. An access pattern predictor 
is used to place blocks into either SRAM or STT-RAM lines by 
considering the pattern of each class. The total cache size used 
in this approach is 4.5 MB: 4MB STT-RAM and 512KB 
SRAM.    
TAPAS: This is our proposed technique. The configuration of 
our approach is illustrated in Table 3. Also, as depicted in Table 
2, the area of hybrid LLC including 512 KB SRAM and 4 MB 
STT-RAM used by APM and TAPAS is similar to the area used 
by the baseline SRAM and STT-RAM. In addition to TAPAS, 
we also simulate TAPAS-noIM which is TAPAS without the 
inter-bank migration.  
5.2 Performance Evaluation 
Figure 13 shows the performance of the evaluated schemes for 
various workloads. The results are normalized to the B-SRAM, 
which has a 32 MB SRAM LLC (i.e., 2MB per core). The B-
STTRAM, which implements a 6MB STT-RAM per core, 
improves performance by 13.4% on average compared to the B-
SRAM. There are two reasons for this improvement. First, the 
increase in the cache capacity results in lower miss rates (3.78 
MPKI for the B-STTRAM versus 5.66 MPKI for the B-SRAM). 
Second, as the cache capacity is increased, the smaller cell size 
of STT-RAM makes read operations even more efficient than 
SRAM. As seen in the figure, both TAPAS and TAPAS-noIM 
achieve superior improvements compared to the alternative 
schemes. Specifically, TAPAS achieves on average 31.6% 

performance improvement over B-SRAM. The reason for this 
improvement is the direct result of intelligent block placement 
to reduce the write overhead of the STT-RAM while using a 
larger cache of 4.5MB per core. Moreover, TAPAS and 
TAPAS-noIM outperform APM by 11.6% and 2.4%, 
respectively. There are three reasons of the significant 
improvement of TAPAS over APM compared to TAPAS-
noIM. First, TAPAS migrates highly accessed blocks to cooler 
banks with lower cache hit, miss, and write latency (as 
mentioned in Figure 2). It also reduces the number of accesses 
to hotter banks. Second, although APM uses an access predictor 
to distinguish LLC write patterns, TAPAS is more accurate (we 
discuss this aspect further in Section 5.5) and its pattern 
regulator considers future reads in addition to write accesses. 
Finally, TAPAS has more opportunities to place the data to 
proper positions by using inter-bank migrations. This placement 
minimizes the write operations to the STT-RAM portions. For 
example, TAPAS, on average, reduces write operations to the 
STT-RAM portion to 26.4% of the total number of write 
operations while 31.8% of the writes go to STT-RAM in APM. 
It should be noted that although TAPAS adds extra traffic due 
to inter-bank migrations, it performs better than TAPAS-noIM 
by 9.2%. The reasons are similar: 1) migrating highly accessed 
blocks from a hot bank to a cooler one enables those blocks to 
be approached in a bank with lower read/write latency, 2) 
reducing the number of accesses to hotter banks causes the 
temperature relief of those banks and the performance benefits 
that TAPAS achieves, and 3) TAPAS reduces the write portions 
to STT-RAM efficiently (i.e., 26.4% of total writes) due to its 
opportunity to migrate blocks to other banks while this number 
is 29.1% for TAPAS-noIM. Note that, in some of the workloads 
(e.g., bt and dedup), TAPAS-noIM performs better than 
TAPAS. The reason for this is related to increase in the number 
of inter-bank migrations due to write intensity of those 
workloads. In addition, as shown in Figure 2, the impact of 
temperature on write latency is lower than that on the read 
latency. Hence, workloads that have a high write operation 
frequency observe smaller benefits from the reduced operating 
temperatures.  
5.3 Power Consumption  
Figure 14 depicts the normalized LLC power consumption for 
various workloads. The results are normalized to B-SRAM. As 
depicted in the figure, 6MB STT-RAM per core reduces the 

  
Figure 13. The performance improvement for various workloads Figure 14. The LLC power breakdown for various workloads 
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overall power consumption by 12.7% on average. The reason is 
the lower leakage power of STT-RAM compared to SRAM. 
However, in some workloads, such as bt, facim and dedup, the 
dynamic power caused by writes significantly increases due to 
large write energy of STT-RAM. Hence, the total power of 
STT-RAM is increased. TAPAS reduces the overall power 
consumption, on average, by 23.5% compared to the B-SRAM 
architecture and 6.5% compared to APM. TAPAS consumes 
less power because of efficient data migration policy and 
intelligent block placement based on its prediction technique. 
Also, it does significantly reduce write operations to STT-RAM 
with the help of LLC pattern classification and replacement as 
mentioned in the previous section. Moreover, temperature 
decrease also results in leakage power reduction. Hence, 
TAPAS achieves lower total power consumption compared to 
the alternatives. TAPAS also outperforms the TAPAS-noIM in 
terms of the LLC power consumption by 4.8%. The reason is 
related to the efficiency of our flow control mechanism and 
having MBTT during the inter-bank migrations in addition to 
temperature reduction. We also compare the total uncore (i.e., 
network and cache) power consumption of both TAPAS and 
TAPAS-noIM. Although, TAPAS increases the network power 
consumption due to the migrations, results show that TAPAS 
still outperforms TAPAS-noIM by 3.4% when the total uncore 
power consumption is considered. This reveals that the extra 
network power added by TAPAS is handled by our efficient 
flow control scheme as mentioned in Figure 12 and amortized 
by temperature and STT-RAM write-operation reduction.   
5.4 Temperature Evaluation 
Figure 15 depicts the LLC peak temperature reduction of 
TAPAS, B-SRAM, B-STT-RAM, and APM approaches for 
various workloads. As shown in the figure, TAPAS decreases 
the peak temperature by 10.2oC and 6.9oC, on average, 
compared to the B-SRAM and B-STT-RAM, respectively. In 
TAPAS, blocks that heat up the cache banks are migrated; 
hence the peak temperature is reduced. Moreover, TAPAS 
achieves 5.6oC average peak temperature reduction compared 
to APM. The reason for this reduction compared to APM is that 
TAPAS in addition to getting the benefits of intra-cache 
swapping, it uses inter-cache block movement to manage the 
temperature of cache bank. Also, TAPAS considers blocks that 
heat up cache bank for swapping in addition to those that are 
write intensive. In comparison to TAPAS-noIM, TAPAS 
reduces peak temperature by 5.0oC on average.  

In Figure 16, we show the impact of temperature reduction 

on the performance of the LLC. Specifically, we model the 
STT-RAM performance and power when the temperature is 
reduced. We use two modes of simulation: 1) Temperature-
Oblivious (TO) and 2) Temperature-Aware (TA). In the TO 
simulation, the STT-RAM performance is constant for different 
temperatures. In the TA model, the latency of the STT-RAM is 
changed as the temperature varies. Please note that the results 
presented prior to Figure 16 were with the TA model. The 
results from this figure is normalized to B-SRAM with the TA 
model. As expected, the performances of all schemes are lower 
with the TA model. The reason is the increased hit, miss, and 
write latencies of the caches when the banks heat up. Most 
schemes show a significant change for the two modes: for B-
STTRAM, the TA model shows 12.6% difference while for 
APM, the difference is 8.4%. TAPAS, on the other hand, shows 
a similar behavior (less than 3% difference between the 
models). This small difference reveals the efficiency of TAPAS 
in migrating the highly accessed blocks to cooler banks with 
lower latency and reducing the temperature compared to the 
alternative schemes.  
5.5 Coverage and Accuracy 
One of the key factors in evaluating the effectiveness of TAPAS 
is the coverage and accuracy of clean and dirty lines predictor. 
As long as the clean and dirty line predictions are accurate, our 
approach can efficiently recognize HBs, CBs, and write-/read-
heavy blocks. Hence, the performance will be improved and the 
energy consumption and temperature of LLC will be reduced. 
On the other hand, inaccurate prediction may not only miss such 
an opportunity but also incur extra temperature, traffic, and 
memory accesses: mispredicting a dirty-line can cause a 
migration of a write-heavy block to the STT-RAM and hence, 

  

Figure 15. The LLC peak temperature reduction of TAPAS over the other techniques for 
various workloads 

Figure 16. The impact of temperature reduction on the 
performance  
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Figure 17. Coverage and Accuracy of the TAPAS 
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increase the power and latency. Also, inaccurate prediction of 
non-HBs and non-CBs can cause a migration of a hot block to 
a hot bank that may result in accessing highly touched blocks in 
a hotter bank with higher latency. This also leads to further 
increases in its temperature. Figure 17 shows the coverage and 
accuracy of our clean/dirty line predictor. The green and blue 
bars are true positive and true negative, representing correct 
predictions. The red and pink bars represent mispredictions. On 
average, TAPAS achieves 88.3% accuracy. In particular, it 
minimizes the false positive errors (4.2% on average), which are 
particularly harmful to the system performance. Although this 
misprediction rate reaches up to 8.7% in dedup, it is still able to 
improve performance and reduce power and temperature in the 
LLC. 

5.6 Storage, Power and Extra Traffic Overhead 

5.6.1 Storage Overhead 
Each cache block in the LLC adds 1-bit for representing 
whether it is a dirty block, using 36KB total storage. For the 
TAP, each prediction table has 4,096 entries with a 5-bit counter 
in each entry. There are six tables for the skewed structure for 
the HB and CB prediction table using a total of 15.3KB of 
storage. Moreover, in the Sampler, every 32nd LLC set is 
sampled to construct the 18-way set associative sampler, i.e., 32 
sets in total for the 4.5 MB/core cache. Each sampler entry has 
a 16-bit partial read PC, a 16-bit partial tag, 5-bits MRU 
position, 1-bit valid flag, 16-bits write PC and 5-bits LRU 
position. For a 4.5 MB hybrid cache, this table consumes 4.2 
KB storage. Also, 16 KB MBTT is used in TAPAS to handle 
the migrations. So, the total storage overhead of TAPAS for the 
72 MB cache configuration is 15.3KB + 4.2KB × 16 + 36KB + 
16KB × 16 = 374.5KB, which is 0.51% of the total cache 
capacity.  

5.6.2 Power Overhead 
As we discussed in the Section 5.1, we evaluate the power 
overhead of TAPAS using CACTI and NVSIM. The extra 
dynamic power consumed by the predictor is 3.1% and 1.8% of 
the LLC dynamic and leakage power, respectively. The overall 
power overhead caused by the predictor is 0.89% of the overall 
LLC power consumption. 

5.6.3 Extra Traffic Overhead 
TAPAS migrates blocks between various cache lines (i.e., 
SRAM lines and STT-RAM lines). Migrating blocks from 
SRAM lines to STT-RAM lines and vice versa causes 
additional LLC traffic. There are various blocks (e.g., HB and 
CB) in TAPAS that need to be migrated to both SRAM and 
STT-RAM lines. We found the extra traffic caused by migration 
to be 3.6%. As discussed in Section 4.5 and Figure 12, TAPAS 
uses an efficient flow control mechanism to assign priority to 
those blocks in order to migrate them rapidly. 

6. RELATED WORK 
There has been a number of recent studies that try to mitigate 
the write overhead of STT-RAM cache. One common approach 
has been the deployment of Hybrid caches [36, 41, 43], which 
try to use small SRAM equipped with STT-RAM to take 
advantage of small dynamic energy of SRAM and leakage 
power of STT-RAM. Sun et al. [36] propose the hybrid cache 

structure that uses a counter-based approach for predicting 
write-intensive blocks. Wu et al. [43] partition hybrid cache into 
read and write regions and try to migrate cache blocks within 
cache to mitigate the write overhead of the STT-RAM. Wang et 
al. [41] also present an adaptive placement and migration policy 
based on various LLC write accesses. It decides to put those 
write burst blocks to SRAM and the rest of the blocks to the 
STT-RAM. Although all the above approaches can reduce high 
write overhead of STT-RAM to some extent, one trivial 
shortcoming is the increased temperature of hybrid cache. More 
specifically, they do not consider temperature related problems 
in their schemes which may have a negative impact on their 
performance as we discussed in this work. Moreover, frequently 
migrating data between cache lines incurs significant 
performance and energy overhead. 

There are several approaches that integrate a large LLC 
into a 3D multi-core chip [27, 36, 43]. Some of these works 
integrate hybrid caches in a 3D multi-core and try to use the 
benefits of a large LLC in the system [36, 43]. However, the 
higher power density of 3D CMPs might incur temperature-
related problems. Also, using large LLC might incur additional 
data swapping traffic that are not discussed in these approaches. 
Additionally, Mishra et al. use only STT-RAM in 3D LLC and 
try to prioritize cache accesses to the idle banks by delaying 
accesses to the STT-RAM cache bank [27]. Nonetheless, in 
addition to temperature issues that are not discussed in this 
approach, finding cache idle banks and delaying LLC accesses 
might incur power and performance overhead to the system.   

Further, some approaches try to optimize STT-RAM cell 
or mitigate the impact of the long write latency of STT-RAM 
caches [5, 18]. Jog et al. [18] try to relax the data retention time 
of STT-RAM-based LLC to improve the write speed of it. 
However, since refresh overhead increases as the cache capacity 
gets larger, this approach may not be suitable for LLCs. Also, 
Ahn et al. classify dead writes into various categories [5]. Then, 
based on this classification, they are bypassed to reduce energy 
consumption. However, considering only dead write blocks 
may not significantly reduce the write overhead of the STT-
RAM and other LLC accesses need to be considered. More 
importantly, such approaches are orthogonal to our mechanism. 

As for mitigating the impact of temperature in 3D 
integration system, a number of hardware techniques such as 
thermal isolation using air/vacuum cavity [33, 45], microfulid 
embedded cooling approaches [7, 45] and run-time system 
techniques [6, 20] have been proposed and/or used in current 
systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
work that considers the impact of temperature on the STT-RAM 
performance in a hybrid LLC. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented TAPAS, a temperature-aware adaptive block 
placement for 3D stacked hybrid caches. In this work, we 
leveraged the benefits of the integration of hybrid LLC 
(including both STT-RAM and SRAM) in a 3D multi-core 
environment. We addressed the main challenge in such 3D 
systems: the higher power density of 3D CMPs might incur 
temperature-induced problems and particularly, increase the 
STT-RAM read and write latency. To alleviate this challenge, 
we proposed a low cost temperature aware intelligent block 



 
 

placement policy that utilizes the temperature characteristics of 
the cache line and its bank. A low cost predictor is proposed for 
guiding the cache blocks that heat up the banks to be migrated 
to reduce the temperature and increase the performance. More 
specifically, those highly accesses blocks are migrated from a 
hotter bank to a cooler one to 1) let those blocks to get accessed 
in a cooler bank with lower read and write latency and 2) reduce 
the number of accesses to a hotter bank. Also, a novel flow 
control mechanism has been explored to prioritize those cache 
blocks to reach their destination rapidly. Evaluation results 
reveal that TAPAS achieves a significant reduction in the power 
consumption, peak temperature, and execution time compared 
to the state-of-the-art alternatives.  
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